
Alpha – First Letter of 

the Greek alphabet .

‘I am the beginning’

Cross – Most 

recognisable symbol of 

a Christian.a Christian.

Rainbow – Sign of 

keeping promises -

God's faithfulness and 

his promise to never 

again destroy the earth 

by flood



Triquetra – the sign of 

the trinity.  The Father, 

Son and Holy Spirit all 

joined together .  [Also 

find the fish in the 

picture!!- another 

Christian sign]

Natal Star – Key symbol 

for the Birth of Christ, for the Birth of Christ, 

also the sign of the 

cross

Omega– Last Letter of 

the Greek alphabet .

‘I am the end’



Alpha Glass:

Red is the color of blood and therefore is the liturgical color for 

the commemoration of martyred saints. Red is used as the 

liturgical color for Pentecost, since it is the color of fire. 

As the color of light, yellow may be used to represent divinity.



Cross Glass:

Blue, the color of the sky, is symbolic of heaven. It may also be 

used to symbolize truth. Blue is gaining acceptance as a liturgical 

color for Advent.

As the color of light, yellow may be used to represent divinity.



Rainbow Glass:

Seven is the number of perfection. God rested on the seventh day, Paul lists 

seven gifts of the Spirit and Jesus spoke seven utterances from the cross. 

The number seven is especially prominent in the apocalyptic Book of 

Revelation, in which there are seven seals, seven churches and many other 

things numbering seven. 



Triquetra Glass:

Green is the color of plant life, abundant in spring. It is used to 

represent the triumph of life over death. Green is the liturgical 

color for the Trinity season in some traditions, and may be used 

during Epiphany in others. 

Purple is the color for penitence and mourning. It is also the color 

of royalty. Purple is the liturgical color for the seasons of Advent 

and Lent. 



Star Glass:

Four can represent the Four Evangelists (authors of the 

Gospels), the four corners of the earth, or the four 

seasons. 



Omega Glass:

The Alpha and Omega symbols are often combined with 

the cross, chi rho, or other Christian symbols. 


